CASE STUDY

Lewes Football Club
The requirement

Home to Lewes F.C., The Dripping Pan is an outdoor stadium that currently houses 3,000
fans. Supported by Lewes F.C. staff, ASL delivered a comprehensive audio overhaul,
replacing the club’s previous unreliable and unmaintainable Public Address system with
a state-of-the-art Voice Alarm system. The new, unified audio system plays music with
greater clarity, offers better intelligibility of the spoken word, and, crucially, is there in the
event of an emergency. As such, EN 54-compliance was a necessity. ASL was the natural
choice, given their extensive portfolio and experience with stadia.

The solution

Summary

Application: Public Address &
Voice Alarm
Product: INTEGRA, MPS
Modular Paging Station, High
Power Horn Loudspeakers
Country: England

The INTEGRA-07 provides seven channels of high quality and efficient amplification, with digital signal processing and
comprehensive control plus a hotswap standby all in a single cost-effective wall-mount package. The INTEGRA is the ideal choice
when delivering zonal paging and background music for small/medium sized installations where space is at a premium. The
ergonomic design also reduces the requirement for complex, interconnecting cable looms, simplifying delivery services and
easing ongoing maintenance.
ASL also provided a Modular Paging Station for use in the control room, allowing the
transmission of live and pre-recorded messages and control over the BGM feed.
Output is delivered via the existing High Power full range Horn Loudspeakers, which deliver a
high SPL, ensuring clear, directed sound in the stadium setting. ASL’s powerful DSP provides
the EQ, flat frequency response and flexibility needed to optimise the existing loudspeakers
whilst accommodating for extension in the future.

The result

The entire system was installed and commissioned within 2 days, keeping disruption to a minimum. Both the team and fans
were impressed with the result. The new ASL PAVA audio solution offers unparalleled intelligibility and clarity, including the usual
reliability associated with the ASL brand, adhering to EN 54 standards. The system is easy to use and has been futureproofed to
accommodate future expansion.
ASL will provide ongoing 3rd Line maintenance and shall continue to work with the club to ensure that the system performs as well
as the team.
The sound is great! I could barely hear myself have a conversation with my colleague in the stand the other day
– and the quality was already miles better! Makes a huge difference.
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